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GoToWebinar Housekeeping: Attendee Participation
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Open and close your control panel

Join audio:

• Choose “Mic & Speakers” to use VoIP
• Choose “Phone Call" and dial using the

information provided

Questions:

• Please submit your text questions and
comments using the Questions Panel

Note: Today’s presentation is being recorded and

will be provided within 48 hours.

Your Participation
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Before Covid



After Covid



Enabling smart, safe 
self-service 
procurement
Duncan Jones
Vice President, Principal Analyst -
Forrester



Why are companies shifting 
from enforcement to 
empowerment?
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Traditional 

eProcurement:

the ERP brothers try 
in vain to impose 
law and order on 
maverick buyers 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND

http://bmj2k.com/2014/08/18/showdown-at-the-ok-corral-post-office/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/
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Embrace corporate social responsibility
practices

Improve the experience of our employees

Better comply with regulations and
requirements

Accelerate our shift to digital business

Accelerate our response to business and
market changes

Improve our ability to innovate

Improve our products/services

Improve the experience of our customers

Reduce costs

Which of the following initiatives are likely to be your organization's 
top business priorities over the next 12 months? 

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Businesses need to 

cut costs, while still 

addressing all their 

other priorities



Empowered employees are engaged employees.

Enabled employees are more productive.
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Today’s B2B shoppers are Customer-focused, not Rogues

Road 

Warriors Field Service
Front Line 

Staff Busy 

Managers

Other busy, 

frugal 

colleagues

Empowered, enabled employees are more productive and deliver better 
customer experiences



How do you manage the risks of empowered 
procurement?
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Why not let everyone shop in online marketplaces?

Source: Amazon.com

✓ One-stop 
Shop

 Reliable, 
ethical 

Supplier?

 Price/ Value 
trade-off

✓ Faster

✓ Low prices

 Inappropriate ads

 Too much 
choice
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Guide users to the best value product choice

Source:
www.safetygloves.co.uk

http://www.safetygloves.co.uk/
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B2B shoppers want 

B2C usability, but 

in a B2B context

Speed, 
convenience

Prescriptive, 
pre-

approved

Smart buying 
decisions 

that balance 
price with 

value
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Example: hotel chain

Enabled self-service procurement by 

restaurant & housekeeping staff

• Staff valued the increased empowerment

• Managers could spend more time “on the 
shop floor”; less time behind a desk

• Mostly buying from approved suppliers 

against framework contracts, but process 

supports emergency purchases too



How do you still ensure 
adequate financial control?
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Applying AI: Trust-and-verify can improve control

AI => Reliable 

• Delegate more authority

̶ Monitor how people use it

• Alerts & exception reports

̶ Not in-line approvals

• Analytics to spot patterns

̶ E.g. people who always 

pick higher spec items

Mobile => Busy, Distracted
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Empowered 

Procurement will 

use smart software 

to improve control

Rules

e.g. approve 
if spend < $x 
AND budget 
available 

Mimicking

Learns what 
managers 
usually 
approve

Optimized

Recognizes 
good buying 
decisions
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Summary Recommendations

•Shift your focus from Enforcement to Empowerment

•Provide your colleagues B2C usability in a B2B context
̶ Prescriptive recommendations that balance price and value without excessive 

manual shopping around

•Favor suppliers whose catalog content and/or punch-out sites enable 

this empowerment approach
̶ Personalization, down-buying not upselling, safe marketplaces

• Implement smart software to replace unreliable manual approvals



Webinar Poll

Where do you think your organization is on the empowered spectrum?

1 – Extremely difficult: users have to ask anytime they want to buy indirect goods or services

2 – Somewhat difficult: can buy basic items, but purchase approvals take way too long

3 – Neutral: buying is not a positive or negative; users can usually get what they need

4 – Somewhat easy: buyers feel enabled to buy how the need most indirect goods & services

5 – Very easy: buyers praise the buying process and feel totally empowered

The Era of Procurement Empowerment



About Corcentric 

Corcentric is a global provider of market-leading Source-to-Pay, 

Order-to-Cash and Fleet Solutions. 

From the mid-market to Fortune 1,000 businesses, Corcentric 

delivers consulting, technology and financial services focused on 

reducing cost to improve working capital. 



Corcentric S2P Model In Every Solution
Innovative solutions and industry expertise to advance finance and procurement for operational excellence

Strategic Sourcing: Achieve 
tangible and measurable savings 
on both direct and indirect 
products and services

End-to-end Payables 

Automation: Manage 100% of 
invoices and payments 
electronically

Managed Services: Leverage 
category and procurement 
expertise for optimized buying 
focused on business outcomes

Group Purchasing Organization 

(GPO): Managing and leveraging 
spend in various indirect and fleet 
categories

Unified Source-to-Pay Platform: 

Automate sourcing, procurement, 
invoicing and payments

Procurement Advisory: Align an 
organization’s people, processes, 
tools & metrics, and technology to 
enhance performance and 
eliminate inefficiencies

Consulting & Advisory  Technology 

Financial Services 

Supply Chain Finance: 

Acceleration of cash receipt 
through supply chain finance 
program.

Integrated Payments: 

Multimodal payments including 
check, V-card, ACH, wire, and 
cross-border options

The Era of Procurement Empowerment



So, what do you want to buy?

The Era of Procurement Empowerment



4 Examples of Procurement Empowerment

Different approaches of procurement may require different solutions 

Empowerment Approach Desired Outcomes

Purchase / Virtual Cards • Provide access to company charge card that allows goods and services 

to be procured without using a traditional purchasing process

P2P Catalog Buying • Guide buyers with existing pre-negotiated / curated catalogs to what 

they need with a single e-Procurement solution that grants access to 

pre-negotiated suppliers via local or punch-out catalog

Integrated w. existing systems • Enable positive buying experience through a combination of existing 

ERP, PO systems or T&E that grants access to pre-negotiated suppliers 

via local or punch-out catalog or marketplace 

Managed Buying • Access to managed services for buying goods or services that meet 

certain thresholds for tactical Sourcing events or participation in GPO

The Era of Procurement Empowerment



The Era of Procurement Empowerment

• Part of the Mobivia group

• 11,115 Employees

• 1,40 B € Revenue 
• 664 Car centers

• 9 Countries

Empowerment Approach  – Catalog P2P Buying 

Requesters working

in Car Centers



The Era of Procurement Empowerment

Empowerment Approach  – Catalog P2P Buying 

✓ 1 “browser” for all catalogues

✓ 100 % of indirect spend covered

✓ 98% adoption rate (+1000 users)

✓ 54 catalogues / 9000 items

✓ Less suppliers

✓ Purchasing price = contract price

✓ Integrated budget management

✓ Simplified process, workflows & user rights 

management

✓ 2,800 hours / 70,000 € saved 1st year after 

implementation

1 single solution …
… many benefits!
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Empowerment Approach – Integrated w. existing systems

• Employees > 20,500

• 8.7€ Billion in Revenue

• 137 Production Sites

• Operates in 55 countries
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Empowerment Approach – Integrated w. existing systems

✓ SAVE TIME

Get the right items or services quickly in an easy-to-

navigate interface, no training needed!

✓ USABILITY / UI / UX

Intuitive, a Google-like search experience combined 

with an B2C e-commerce buying-experience

✓ INTEGRATION

Seamlessly access both internal & external “punch-

out” catalogs, having everything they need in one place



Operational considerations for “buyer empowerment”

Supplier Management
• Supplier Onboarding & Master Data

• Qualification management

• Workflow and Approvals

• Supplier self-service

Buy Desk Team
• Off-catalog request triage

• New supplier on-boarding  

• Competitive bidding 

• Help desk for buyers and suppliers

• GPO options 

Sourcing
• Off-catalog request process

• RFP templates 

• Analysis and Award 

P2P Catalog buying
• Increased Catalog content

• Punch-outs

• Workflow and Approvals

• Supplier PO communication

• Access to Payment process

The Era of Procurement Empowerment
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Empowerment Approach – Catalog P2P Buying & Managed Buy

• Employees >10,000

• ~$11 Billion USD in Revenue

• 138 Production Sites in NA

• ~$300 Million in NA Indirect Spend

• Global Footprint
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Online Corcentric Resources

www.corcentric.com
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Thank You.

Want to learn more about our Source-to-Pay 
programs? Contact Us.

www.corcentric.com


